
NRHH Exec Meeting 2/28/18 

1) Call to Order 

a) This meeting is called to order at 9:00 am. 

2) Roll Call- One interesting fact about yourself? 

a) Brandon - President 

b) Gus - NRHH Rep 

c) Rachel - PFC 

d) D-Dre - VP of R&R 

e) Natalie - VP of Admin 

f) Laura - Advisor 

3) Approval of Minutes 

a) D-Dre moves to approve last meeting’s minutes. 

b) Natalie seconds. 

c) Approve: 4 

d) Oppose: 0 

e) Abstain: 0 

4) Officer Reports 

a) Brandon 

i) Sent out reminder emails about trash night 

ii) Sent message to AD of NRHH about OTM Committee 

iii) Set up 1:1 with Gus 

iv) Went to a NACURH Meeting 

v) made agendas 



vi) Made powerpoint slides 

vii) went to RBC 

viii) Went to Trash Night 

ix) Went to GA 

b) Natalie 

i) Sent out exec minutes 

ii) Posted on the NRHH Instagram 

c) D-Dré 

i) Texted Eva about the Wanted Posters 

ii) Went to the WOU bookstore for the prices for WOU swag 

d) Rachel 

i) Wrote the rec form for the OTM party 

ii) Worked on treasure log 

e) Gus 

i) Went to GA  

ii) One on one with Laura 

iii) Put on the OTM pancake Party  

iv) Had my office hours  

v) Updated January OTM records for hall governments  

vi) Met with Brandon to talk about responsibilities as NRHH representative 

vii) Talked with Bridget about transition for NRHH representative  

viii) Started planning next OTM event for march   

ix) Send out a when is good to the inductions committee  



x) Made a group me for the inductions committee  

xi) Made inductions committee time at 10am on Monday!  

5) New Business 

a) Bring Schedules next week 

i) Brandon - Bring your tentative schedule so we can plan a new meeting time. 

b) NRHM Update 

i) Rachel - There are bins in all the buildings and we’ve communicated with Green 

Team about the pizza party. 

ii) Laura - What about advertisement? 

iii) Rachel - They didn’t put any up in the halls, but they take the bins back on Fri-

day so there’s not really a point. 

iv) Laura - Maybe the amount of pizzas we get for the party is proportionate to the 

amount of cans we get? We also don’t have to talk about this right now. 

c) Swag for Chapter and Prizes 

i) Brandon - If we want to get swag for the chapter, what would be our timeline? 

ii) D-Dre - Probably earlier than later, but it’s not a pressing issue right now. 

iii) Laura - We need to decide what items we want to get and how many. 

iv) Brandon - I think we’ll have to use the NACURH website. 

v) Laura - Are we looking for swag that already has NRHH logos on it? Or are we 

imprinting it? 

vi) Natalie - Should we be looking at the NRHH website to get an idea of what we 

want? 



vii) Laura - We should look up the prices for the five items that we’re interested in, 

so like the pens, tumblers, etc. 

viii) Rachel - And this would be for next term for prizes. 

ix) Laura - It could be gifts to new inductees in the spring. 

x) Brandon - Could we each look up an item’s prices? I can assign items to people. 

Have it by next exec meeting. It’s on 4imprint.com. 

Popsockets - Gus 

D-Dre - Lanyards 

Natalie - Pens 

Rachel - Tumblers 

Brandon - Stickers 

d) Wheel making update 

i) Brandon - Have you checked prices, D-Dre? 

ii) D-Dre - No one has a circle of wood. 

iii) Laura - Have you talked to Lindsey about using it for the RSC? Maybe she could 

help? 

iv) D-Dre - I’ll email her right now. 

e) Rumors spreading again….. 

i) Brandon - Someone in the chapter is spreading a rumor again, and it’s directed 

at the RBC delegation. They felt that we were requiring them to help for trash 

nights, when really I was asking who wanted to help. 

ii) Natalie - Who told you, and do they know who started it? 



iii) Brandon - I heard it from Eliza, who went in to the RHA office and complained 

about it to someone else. 

iv) Laura - We asked for volunteers and they could choose to participate or not, so it 

sounds like someone was venting. It seems like it will blow over. 

v) Natalie - I was frustrated in that I wasn’t able to help, but not enough to be talk-

ing about it to other people. Maybe talking to the source and whoever Eliza 

heard that from would help so that we can tell them to not vent about it in that 

way. 

f) RBC Debrief 

i) Brandon - RBC happened! A lot of what we talked about in the Board Room 

doesn’t pertain to the chapter, but we did win a bid, which was the first year ex-

perience for McKenzie Wolfe-Webb. I shared about how we tackled NRHM, and 

we got a lot of positive feedback from other people in the conference. I was also 

able to talk about our Visibility Committee, because we’ve done so much this 

year, and I even extended that to other schools so that we could work together 

too and help them out. Currently I’m waiting for contact information from 

Willamette, PSU, and Pacific! I’m going to try to connect our schools and have 

our chapter do something with their chapters in order to make connections and 

unify as a state. Do you all have any questions about RBC? 

ii) Laura - I was also at RBC, and a lot of organizations said that they were strug-

gling with NRHM and February, and similar feelings of confusion. I think we feel 

that we don’t do enough with our chapter, but in comparison with other institu-

tions we were on par or even more, which is awesome. I want to emphasize how 



much this is a big deal and how other schools were impressed with us. I know 

we’ve had some bumps, but that’s a part of being in a group, but we’re also mov-

ing forward and the conference was a good reminder of that. I also talked to the 

OSU advisor, and I like the idea about connecting with other schools, and I think 

we could do something with OSU and Willamette, especially if they are strug-

gling with Visibility. 

6) Advisors Time 

a) Laura - Remember to fill out NRHH Chapter Member of the Year! It’s due by Friday, and 

keep the Noms happening! We have Valsetz Live on Friday at 5:30 pm. On Sunday we have 

Bob Ross and Brunch in Mt Jeff, and Saturday the 17th we’re doing a St Patrick’s Day bin-

go. Can you email me your schedules so that we can plan for 1:1s. 

7) QCC’s 

a) Gus - Since I’m new to this role, I’m just asking for some support in this transition. I feel 

like I’m just asking for a lot of things and a little alone in this, but I’m having a hard time 

relating it back to residents. Maybe just check in with me and give advice. Also, looking 

at the hall gov records, there haven’t been a lot of production with OTMs. Do you have 

any advice for encouraging hall gov members to write OTMs? 

b) Natalie - I know we’ve already talked to hall govs about OTMs, but what if we went to 

their meetings to talk about it? 

c) Laura - I think ARAs are struggling with having RHA come to their meetings, so I don’t 

want that same feeling with NRHH coming to meetings. I think group dynamics and 

programming is really important for hall govs and ARAs right now, not really OTMs. 

Once the groups even out, I think we can start talking about OTMs again. 



d) Gus - Maybe we do something different than OTM parties, since they don’t usually have 

a good turn out. 

e) Rachel - I think if the ARAs had a positive attitude about OTMs then more people would 

be interested in writing them. 

f) Laura - I plan on talking to RDs about it, but as for right now it’s unfortunate that there’s 

nothing that we can do about OTMs. 

8) Adjournment 

a) Rachel moves to adjourn this meeting. 

b) D-Dre seconds. 

c) This meeting is adjourned at 10:05 am.


